STUDENTS WORK HARD TO CONSTRUCT BIG 'S'

Dedication Ceremony Saturday Night Follows All-Day Labor of Crew of Five Hundred

Construction of a giant letter "S" as companion to the "K" on Mount Prospect was completed under adverse weather conditions last Saturday by a group of about 500 K. S. A. C. students, a majority of them engineers.

Rain which fell shortly before noon temporarily halted the pouring of concrete into the forms but the workers resumed their task after coming into Manhattan for a barbecue dinner at the Community house.

Presentation ceremonies for the letter were conducted Saturday night at the west entrance to the Colorado street bridge over the Kaw river.

Herbert Stapleton, Jewell, chairman of the engineers' semiconductor committee, was in charge.

C. M. Rhoads, Newton, chairman of the "S" committee, presented the letter to the college and future students, urging that it be properly cared for and maintained. Dean J. T. Willard responded for the college.

A huge searchlight, loaned by the aviation corps at Fort Riley, was played on the two letters during the ceremony.

Quentin Brewer of Manhattan, junior in industrial journalism, was in charge of publicity for the "S" and helped arrange several benefits, etc., for the construction. A description of the building of the "K" was printed in the Kansas State Collegian, student newspaper, last week. It was forwarded by Arthur Brewer, '21, Downers Grove, Ill., a brother of Quentin Brewer and a leader in the "K" construction.